FRENCH INDO-CHINA
he had sown never came up. The other was more cynical: "I am a
remarkable man," he told the Inspector. "Potatoes grow where I
sowed poppy seed."1
The moral factor in the opium monopoly has made the French
position equivocal. In Indo-China the state encourages the natives to
poison themselves: in France a man is imprisoned if opium is found in
his house. International opprobrium has reached such proportions that
all realise that the colony must seek some substitute budgetary resource.
The Chinese and rich Annamites are still the chief customers, so it is
not quite so acute as if the masses were the principal consumers. No
voice has ever been raised in defence of the opium monopoly, but it
needs no more eloquent defence than the revenues it brings to the
treasury. At no time has the state made more strenuous efforts to
suppress fraud than at present, so undoubtedly the Regie will persist
in its evildoiog until a substitute resource can be found to feed the
inviolable budget.
Before 1898 alcohol was freely distilled by Annamite families for
their own use, principally for certain rites. Chinese distilleries also
cristed An important by-product was hog-raising, since pigs could be
fed on the rice which has been used in the distilling, and whole villages
lived off this subsidiary enterprise.
The Mstory of the alcohol monopoly differs with each country of the
ubkkl In Gx:hk~Qiina and Cambodia there was a long experimenta-
tion. A system of licensing proved ineffectual, and contraband in-
loosed. In addition the ageots required to suppress fraud were expen-
sive their methods 'exasperated the people. Doumer, in his effort
to	CkxMB-Gacia's Independence, 'did forge some unity out of its
alcohol kws. A permit for distilling was the method that
and this system 'served as a model for Annam and Tonkin.
la	Tonkin the sale of alcohol was a monopoly, although
it*	free^ but the distillers had to sell all their alcohol
to tbc         at	prices, Hie next step was for the state to cede
to its, agents. The aim of this measure was to stop
tai%Iiiti^	Not only
the	increased, but, far worse, the communes
for1 ffmdl Such serore edicts transformed what
m	source of revenue. The monopoly
ttofe	for tfae permit to distil could still be knight,
tbft	very	about according such peraiissioiL The
{Rais, I93I), p. 84.

